
Minutes from admin.meeting  Monday 11.06.07.

Present: Jan-Aage, Anders, (X), (X) and (X)
Absent: (X)

- Introduction: Things are going forward.  Current things happening: Meeting with 
Afghani brothers, Prayer School, The call to intercede for deliverance: Ex. People to 
be hungry. This is the time!

- Office Situation (Jan-Aage): Some years ago (X) and (X) were in an internship in 
Oslokirken. It was incomplete: Jan-Aage not able to do what he could have done, 
should have had an assistant. Ps. It is very common that interns pay for it themselves 
when they are in an internship. We need to do it better if God leads us to have new 
interns in the future. (X) and (X) worked as voluntaries, but now is a new situation for 
both because of studies and work. AND Jan-Aage`s health is better. He has bought a 
parking lot in the area, which was a step of faith and he is now not afraid to plan, and 
will work more in the office in Skippergata. Here people can be able to meet him 
during the day, which is very important.  Conclusion: We need to start planning how 
people use this place. The key is that the things that need to be done here, must be 
done here, but those things that don`t need to be done here, must be done in other 
places.   Some time before the meetings, during the meetings and some time after the 
meetings is already set. We must set up a plan that shows those meeting-times, and the 
other things that needs to be done here, that also shows when and why. Thoughts about 
how it should be: Two days where people know they can meet Jan-Aage here. We 
need someone to answer the phone, pick up mail, send out materials we sell over 
webshop.   Is it possible to arrange for someone to do that? When we have the data-
base up and running, we can write down a “visitors-card” for those who have visited 
the church, and send them an e-mail the day after (Monday).We will have overview 
from the cell-leaders coming in each week, of what happened in the cells during the 
week. Spiritual Clinic on Tuesdays and Thursdays? Office-workers here on 
Wednesdays, who register those who have been to Spiritual Clinic, and write answers 
to questions people e-mail us (make a data-base with good answers to various 
common  questions). Video-editing (Anders) can probably be done at home. Need to 
find out if the work with the data-base needs to be done here or not (X). NB: This is an 
official place, not our private space. We must NOT leave private things here. By the 
way, the office-corner as it is now is set up very good. We need to have name-shelves, 
with space for Jan-Aage when he start working here.  The people who work at the 
office should have access to the documents in the computer.  Maybe (X) will work at 
the office one day each week.  In the close future we will flee this place to get things 
done, because so many things are happening here. Amen! NB: If we want to come 
here and work, we must check out with Jan-Aage first, by sms.  (X) will make a plan 
for the week, where people have to write themselves up, and where we will have 
different levels of priority. Tool: Outlook? Google calendar. This team and some few 
other people will have access to this plan/calendar. (X) will make a proposal and send 
it to Jan-Aage. Different sections in the office for different people/work, and have 
another place for pastoral things and deliverance.  We should purchase a climate 
system for the office. Ps.We need to make systems so we can rely on each other.  

- Video-making (Anders):  Anders has checked out recordings and sound-system. Plans 
to make videos about Happy Home in Bankok, Jan-Aage, Deliverance in September. 



Anders was shearing about different solutions and prices for recording and sound 
equipment: 13.000 kr.for three stands. The need for September can be up to 4 or even 
8 stands. Need better microphones that takes away background noise. Found wireless 
microphones for around 2695 kr. Two for 5400. (Receiver incl.) We can rent mixers 
for a good price. Anders suggested we should make an agreement with Oslo DJ. Jan-
Aage responded that we should not make long term agreements, cause things change 
and we should not be bound to them. We can use Jan-Aages camera now, and even 
when we get a new one, to have two cameras for making videos. Anders came with a 
word of wisdom: One can use professional video-recording equipment and get a bad 
result, and one can use a not so good one, and still get a very good result, if one use it 
to the fullest. Anders has found an editing-program for 2600 kr. It requires a Mac. 
Anders will check out the Mac of (X) (?), if we could use that one. (X) will also give 
back the Mac she received from Jan-Aage, so we can use it at the office, and (X) can 
learn about Macs. Jan-Aage said that Anders should train some of the afghani brothers 
to do the video “stuff”. We might need a big screen, and we need a hard drive and a 
program. And an own place for editing videos.  September: It is almost the same price 
for renting equipment as for buying it. Maybe buy half, rent the rest, and next time buy 
the rest? Need to make good arrangements for copying of CDs and DVDs. Consider 
investing in a DVD recorder. NB: We must aim on making DVDs that people in Africa 
and Asia can use. If we get many orders from USA, we can make own DVDs that fits 
that marked. We aim for the desperate ones, not the hyper-technical. 

- Finances: We need to ask God for revelation on money solutions, and pray in the 
money. Satans kingdom is full of money, and we must pray and fight for it in to come 
into Gods Kingdom!

- September: Pastor John and Cydney will live in family Torps house. We need to be 
very serious in helping them with finances for the trip. Overview over money we need: 
Air-tickets for Robert, Loveness, John and Cydney - 45.000 kr.  Hotel for Robert and 
Loveness – 15.000 kr. Food- 15.000 kr. Additional cost for having John and Sydney in 
Torps house. We are called to sacrifice. Maybe we must sell something. We need the 
first 45.000 within the next few days! In Jesus name!

- Powerpoint (Anders): Anders will first check out with (X) if it would be the right time 
to ask (X). to have the responsibility for the Powerpoint. We need someone to take that 
responsibility. 

- New facilities for Oslokirken: All of us can start looking for a place for September. 
The best would be to find a place in the inner city of Oslo, inside “Ring 3” (Ex. 
Grønland, Gamlebyen and Grunerløkka and more)

 
- Jesus Manifestation (Anders): Anders will ask (X) to help (X) with the food.  The 

leadership-team will start meeting this week. 

- Storage (Anders): We will continue sale of cds. 

- Nugget from Jan-Aage: The world is full of words that just pass by. Leadership is to 
take words and make it reality.

- Next meeting Monday the 18th of June, from 19.30 to 21.30 in Skippergata 9



Victory greetings from (X), for admin.group of Oslokirken. 

. 


